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THE INFLUENCE OF DIFFUSION ON ELECTROMOTIVE FORCE

PRODUCSD IN SOLUTIONS BY CENTRIFUGAL ACTION.

By W. Lasii Millu.

Ill rciKlinj; Ttilinan"> aicuiiiit of liis ima-mcimnts of luc

ikrtroiiiotivc forco iirodua'd in soluliciis !>> ccntri filial artion.'

I nolicfd tliat tlic c(|iiatinii.» lor tlu- iltrtronintivc force wcrt'

(li(liic-c<l witliotn allowing for any possiliU- (litYiTi'm-cs in concen-

tration at the two ends of tlic tube i)roduccd l)y tlie wliirlin r

as in sonic of liis experiments these ditTertiices would become ry

considerable if tlie rotation were sufficiently ]>rolon|ied. it set nicd

possible tliat even in a few minutes '.le "concentration cell"

effect miKlit become mea-rrable. and tbat it mi},dit perhaps account

for the "residual electmm(;ive force" observed by him.

The calculations carried out in the following paragraphs show,

however, that the jmlarization produced by concentration changes

in short periods of centrifuging is very slight. During the rota-

tion Ixith iodine and i(Mlide keei> increasing in concentration

at the outer electrode and decreasing at the inner, luit the l'..M.F.

th.it would be produced by an increase of one jurcent in the

concentration of the iodine alone is almost counterbalanced by a

rise of one-third percent in t!ie concentration of the iodide: and.

as will be shov.-n. the iodine concentration rises, at first, just

about three limes as rapidly as that of the iodide; so that the

E.M.F. actuallv generated is very small, much too -'viA\ to

account for the "residual" voltage observed by Tolman.

As, so far as T am aware, no attempts have hitherto been made

to calculate the rate at which diffusion would take pbce under

the influence of centrifugal foice. a short account ' the method

whidi T have adopted may prove of interest. F.ricfiy stated, it con-

sists C t) in determining the distribution of concentrations along

' Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., 46, 109 (1910).

Tnur. .^m. Clieni. Soc.

' d., loc. cit. p. 116. foot note.
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the tiil>o wlicn i>f|iiilil>riinii lian Ixcn reached (i. «•., when the snht-

tioii h.ii Ik-cii wliiikd for an "infinite" time) by the usual thermo-

dynamic method; (.>) in treating; this equilibrium as due to the

e(|ualit> t>f two "virtual" rales oi tluw, one (towards the axis)

due to conceiuralion gradient, and the other (tov.ard the |>er-

i)»hery» due to ieiitrifui;al force; (.?) in expressinj,' the former

of these by Kick's cijuation for the rate of ditTusion jilony a fall

of cfjiJcentration, and thus ( /) tindin^ a plausible expression

for the second or virtual tlow due to centrifugal force. Assum-

mg, then, that the actual flow at any moment is represented by the

algebraical sum of the two components, expressions for which

have thus In-en obtained, (s) a difTercntial equation is set up,

and a solution obtained to suit the conditinit-! of Tolman's

experiments.

The method just described is employed in calculating the rate

of diffusion of the potassium iodide in solutions originally norma!

with regard to the iodide and fiftieth normal with regard to free

io<linc. the effect of the small quantity of iodine on the diflfusion

of the iodide being neglected. In calculating the rate of diffusion

of the iodine in the same solutions, however, it had to Ik; remem-

b iiiat. in the absence of centrifugal force and of iodine-

concentration difference, iodine will diffuse from a dilute to a

concentrated solution of potassium icKlide. This fact, which is

taken account of in the present system of chemical fr.rmulas

by distinguisliiiia; l>etwccn "dissolved I," and "T~," is here allowed

for by introducing a third "virtual flow." that due to iodide-

concentration difference, as explained below.

POTASSIUM lODIDK, CONCF,NTR.\TIONS AT EQUII.IIIRIUM.

The distribution of conccntmtion along th*" centrifugal tube

when equilibrium is reached is given by the expression

_ 2 IT- A' (/—za')^:' _
**

9*/ X 42660

where y. is Gibbs' thermodynamic potential ; it ma." ^ replaced by

'98B
, , , ,log nat s -V const.

[N is the number of revolutions of the axis per scconrl; S the thermo-
dynamic temperature, 293 in Tolmnn's experiments; F the thermodynamic

const. (')
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forinula wciKl". a^-iiinnm 78 inrcent dis-iociation F — 166/178; : i» the

cuiKniiraiii.ii of tlic loiliilc, as only raii<i» iHiiir m the l^lrIlllU.l^. «ny

units will iln; -J the "iLirtial volume" (Tolnian) of the jmlide — o.a84;

d. the tUnsily ot the solution. - I.II5; " - J.I4lf'; the ilivi>oi «jHl X
4J(irxj coiivirls tr«s to calories; 198 i« the gas constant.)

whence, niKltcting th*.- change of 11/ with the concentration,

Since the total atnotmt of iodiile in the tiilie remains constant,

A' Jt

(zdx r„(/f - r): whence A - :o(A'—
J''^*

''' <3)

(r. is the iiiiinil com alion ,.f the iodiile. uniform throiiRhout the

tube, {normal, • Tc'nia.i s work); r (Tolman's n) the ilistaiuc of the

inner eke lo.l- irv:ii the axis, and R (Tolman's »,) that of the oii'er

electrode. 1m.iI: ,.i -iiitimcters As the outer eUctro.lc titlei. the end of

t'' tuhe and I' i. .ler electrode hacl alnu'st the same cross secti'Hi as the

'
' r and \< \ . the distance of the elTective inner and outer ends of

t Uimn of .0. tit>n from the axis. In the eN|iermieiits with pota^sinm

iodide and iodii -•. r 43 a"J i< — ^J^")

The definite integral on the right may Le evaluated by expand-

ing e^^' and inttgrating term by term. When N = S2 (the

greatest speed in the potassium iotlidc experiments), /8 = 3484

X 10** and A = o.Sfy< :„; hence when equilibrium is attained

at a speed of 82 revolutions [>er second, tlie concentration of

the iodide at the otitir electrode will be 1.213 normal, and at the

inner will lie 0.004 nonnal. a ratio of 1.34 to i.oo.

roT.\SSU'.M loOIOK, K.\TK (iK DIFI'L'SION.

If the motor were stopped after the state of cciuilibrium had

been attained, there would immediately ensue a flow of salt

through the solution away from the jx-riiiheral end of the tube,

the amount of which is given by

Concentration now toivards axis = h\ (4)

where k is the diffusion constant (cm=. scr) of i)otassium iodide

at 20° C. in normal or approximately normal solution. I have

taken it = i < c; X 10'.

As explained al)ove. this "concentration flow" may be regarded
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as just balanced, at equilibrium, by the "centrifugal flow" in the

opposite direction; the latter would therefore be represented by

Centrifugal How toward axis = —k ^^at equil., = —skpxs (s)

Thus an expression for the centrifugal flow at equilibrium is

obtained, and it is assumed that (5) will In 'd whatever the

distribution of concentrations ; i. e., that in general

0/2

Floiv towards axis — k -,' — 2kpxs
cx

(6)

When the motor is first started, -,^ will be zero, and the "flow"

will be negative, j. c, the salt will move towards the outer end

of the tube; when equilibrium is attained the flow will be zero;

and when the motor is stopped p will be zero, and the flow will

become positive in sign, i. e., the salt will move towards the axis.

The accumulation at any point of the tube, x cm. from the axis,

will then be given by

9. ^ 3 r3. _ A
3t 3x \3x /

(7)

which is the differential equation sought. It is subject to the

conditions that, as no salt can enter or leave the tube, the "flow"

at .r=r and .r=i? must be zero, or

[at x=r and x=R] k ^\ — skfixc = o (8)

and, moreover, that at the beginning of the experiment the

concentration has the uniform value c„ throughout the tube, 1. e.,

[at t = o] c = c„ for all values of x from r to R (9)

A solution of (7) that will satisfy (8) and (9) will therefore

give the concentration at any point of the tube at any moment

after rotation has begun.

Such a solution can be arrived at by means of successive

approximations; for the present purpose, however, the problem

may be simplified by neglecting the very slight variations in the

centrifugal flow caused by the slight changes in concentration
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which occurred along the tube in Tolman's experiments. Equa-

tions (7) and (8) then become.

^^^ = ^ (k ^' - A-P.V.A (.0)

[at x=r and .\~R]- k ''/a^ —PxSa = o (ll)

while equation (9) remains as before.

These three equations, viz., (9), (10) and (11), are satisfied by

P

or. „ 1^ / — n'^ir'-kt

z-z^ 4P ^ (-/)
. ^,,^

n^Kx-r)
. ^ /J ^

?z,
" T^ ^ n- I

n = I

*/'• X -' - . cos
^^" ~ '^"^^ ~ '^^

.<>

« - /

- {r" V rl + 'j ) ' V^

Replacing y by ' (.r — r)/l in the cosine scries

(.2)*

and >
/ V

(->« - /)^

fOi «jv

cos (^« — /) JV

(given, for example, in liycrly's "Fourier's Series and Spherical Har

monies," pages 44 and 45), there results

rl
__ y^v _(-')"« • I «T(.r — r)

cos

Sr V^ / (.'n — ,)T{x-r)
I

whence, for small values of kt/l' such as occur in Tolman's

experiments,

[jor X = r] ~- - . - - ^4-^- *''/3. kl (.3)

-0 '• "

\_for X R\ ;

'In (iJ) / is written as a contraction for R — r.

(>4)
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In a paper by T. R. Rosebrugh and W. Lash Miller (Jour. Phys. Chetn.
14, 826 ( 191 1 ) equation 21 ) it is shown that for small values of at

2 p

p^at 2
8
— - — .. / -at, approximately

where p — in—/. From this it may be deducted that when p = 2n, the

series is approximately equal to
^4

- AV^at)

As p is proportional to iV', it follows from (13) and (14)

that the tiine needed to bring about any given small change in

concentration at either end of the tube is inversely proportional

to the fourth power of the rate of rotation. What is ordinarily

considered a rapid centrifuge, running at 2,000 revolutions per

minute, would take over half an hour to accomplish what Tol-

man's apparatus (82 rev. per sec.) did in one minute.

IODINE, CONCENTRATIONS AT EQUILIBRIUM.

In dilute solutions of iodine in normal jwtassium iodide (where,

in the language of the theory of solutions, practically all the

free iodine is present as I^ or KI^)

gse

254
\free iodine] (a. = const. log nat

where w is the concentration of the iodine (i. c, of the total free

iodine determinable by thiosulphate) and z that of the potassium

iodide. Introtlucing this value of /« into equation (i), and

neglecting the change of vd with the concentration, there results

\at equil.] Be''' ; where y = 15.18 X lo'iV'' (15)

[For dilute solutions of iodine in potassium iodide solution Tolman
finds V = 0.2376; d = MIS as before.]

(16)

Replacing r by its value from (2) gives

[at equil.] w = ABe^^ ' ^^
^'^

in which AB can be determined as A was in (3).

When AT — 82, /3 = 3.484 X 10*, y = 10.21 X lo"*, AB —
0.6345 ; thus when equilibrium has been attained at a speed of

;
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82 revolutions per second, the concentration of the free iodine

at tlic outer electrode will be 0.0414 normal (::o = 0.02 normal),

and that at the inner electrode 0.0130 normal, a ratio of 3.18

to 1.00.

IODINE, KATE OF I)Il-FU.SIi).\.

Regarding:: the fluw of free iodine through the solution (towards

the axis reckoned positive) as made up of three components, the

first of these, that due to differences in io<line concentration,

may be set

,. cw , ,

lodinc-conccntratwn component = a. ^ (17)
c.v

[Brunner's experiments (Zcit. phy^. Chcm. 58 22-28 (1907)) seem to

show that K is about 'A k = 97 • 10 '; two (hrrct measurements made

here by Mr. Pirie, gave 10.4 10 " and 11.6 X 10 ". In the computations

10 X 10 " is used.]

where K is tlie diffusion constant of free iodine in ajjproximately

normal potassium iodide. The second, due to centrifugal force,

may be set (as in equation 5)

Cciitiifiigal component — —2Kyxzv (18)

the third is th'^n determined, since at equilibrium the total flow

is zero,

lodidc-conccntration component = 2/vy.iw — a - at equtl.
c.v

= .—A' (19)

The differential equation for the free io<linc is therefore

3t Sx \ ex ' c.i/

the boundary and initial conditions being

{at X ^ r and x — R) . — 2yxiv -
, = o (21)

^ ' Sx z c\

[at t = o\ w = iVa for all values of x from r to R (22)

A solution which fits the conditions of Tolman's experiments

.
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may be obtained by writing z„ for z in (20) and (21) and replac-

by its value from (12), viz., 2pz^r. Equation (20) then

becomes

"ST ^ (a-J- - .A-C^ + y) V.) (^3)

which is the same in form as (7). Expressions for w at x=-r

and at .r=A' valid for small values of Kt/l- may therefore be

obtained by substituting A.' for k, w for z, and /J+y for /8 in (13)

and (14).

ELECTROMOTIVE FORCE OF THE CONCENTRATION CELL.

The net result of passing a current of electricity through the

tube, so that the outer electrode is cathode, is that for every

96,540 coulombs 127 grams free iodine are lost at the outer

electrode and gained at the inner, and 0.486 X 166 grams* of

potassium iodide are gained at the outer and lost at the inner

electrode. Writing Z^, , Z,. for the concentrations of the potas-

sium iodide at the outer and inner electrodes respectively. IV ^. and

W^ for those of the free iodine, and assuming that the iodide

is 78 percent dissociated, the E.M.F. at 20° C. due to the con-

centration diflference will be

E.M.F. o oooogg X 293 X log^^

z.
X o^86y 1. 78 X log.,^ y volts

IV z,
0.0/26 log nat ,,* — o.oj// log not

o.ooorgS Y 293

(>4)

(25)volts

-

IVr
"

Z.

When the difference between Z ^, and z„ does not exceed one

percent or so, log nat Z^ may be replaced by the right hand

member of equation (14), and similarly with the other loga-

rithms ; this gives

E.^fF ^ (R r){oo2S4P + y\ Kt — o.07j6fi\ kt) (26)

or, inserting the values of R, r, P, y, K and k

B.M.P. = T.OM X io'">N^\''i volts (27)

•0.486 is the transport number of the cation in potassium iodide solution.
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The following "ble gives the gain oi loss at each electrode in

percents of the atial concentration, and the resulting E.M.F. in

millivolts, for lol.nan's three experiments with potassium it.'ide

and iodine; on the assumption that in eac^i case the salt was

evenly distributed throughout the solution before rotation began.

;v
Sec.

Iodine

6a
I

150

76 110

83 ' 60

Inn-^r
Percent

-0.087

-O.IS4
-0.096

Outer
Percent

Iodide

Inter Outer
Petctnt

I

Percent

E. M. F.

MilliTolt*

+ 0.144

+ 0.JS6

+ 0.1S9

— 0.0J5
— 0.044— 0.038

+ 0.0^1

+ o.c;4

-f 0.046

0.0049
0.0087

0.0054

After running for fifteen minutes at 82 rev. per sec there

would be. a difference of one percent between che concentrations

of the iodine at the two electrodes; but even then, owing to the

simultaneous changes in concentration of the iodide, the E.M.F.

would not reach 0.02 1 millivolt.

The University of Toronto,

February, xgis.
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